
Online Poem-a-Day Subscriptions 
 

• A Poem a Day (subscriptions on tumbler) - https://apoemaday.tumblr.com/. Some 
contemporary. Some classic oldies. 

• Autumn Sky Poetry Daily - https://autumnskypoetrydaily.com/.  
• Daily Haiku - https://charlottedigregorio.wordpress.com/. Charlotte Digregorio posts a 

haiku each day on her blog. If you have a wordpress account, you can subscribe. 
• Knopf Poetry Poem-a-Day (April only) - https://knopfdoubleday.com/knopf-poetry-

signup/?ref=PRHBA30CCFCBCF0&linkid=PRHBA30CCFCBCF0&cdi=2E066F13C6B
02B38E0534FD66B0AFA34&template_id=25006&aid=randohouseinc46650-20. Each 
day during National Poetry Month, Knopf will email you one poem which it has 
published. 

• New Verse News - https://newversenews.blogspot.com/. Poems relate to what is in the 
day’s news. Political poems from the more liberal side. 

• One Sentence Poems - http://www.onesentencepoems.com/osp/. These are almost always 
fairly short, since they only publish one-sentence poems, and decline submissions that 
string complete sentences together with semicolons. 

• Poem-a-Day from the Academy of American Poets - https://poets.org/poem-a-day. Focus 
on contemporary poets. The poems, which come printed out on your computer screen 
and—with one click—can be heard read aloud, are previously unpublished poems. 

• Poem of the Day from The Poetry Foundation in Chicago - 
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/poem-of-the-day. Some contemporary, some 
classic oldies. 

• Scarlet Dragonfly - https://scarletdragonflyjournal.wordpress.com/. Receive a haiku, 
cherita, senryu or other short-form poem each day. 

• The Slowdown - https://www.slowdownshow.org/. Podcast produced by American 
Public Media in partnership with the Poetry Foundation. 

• The Writer’s Almanac - https://www.garrisonkeillor.com/radio-categories/twa-2018/. 
Garrison Keiller is no longer making new podcasts but if you subscribe you will get a 
link each day to an old one for the same day of the year and can listen to his short 
broadcast celebrating birthday and other events in history, and ending with him reading a 
poem. 

• Your Daily Poem - https://www.yourdailypoem.com/. Focus on accessible poetry, new 
and old. 
 
If a poem a day seems too many, you might try Poem of the Week - 
https://www.poemoftheweek.com/ during the school year. They generally feature three 
poems from one poet whose book they recommend. 
 
You may also be interested in Poetry 180 – a poem for each weekday of the school year, 
project begun by Billy Collins when he was the US Poet Laureate – subscribe at 
https://www.loc.gov/subscribe#poetry. The focus is on poems high school students would 
enjoy hearing read. Emails come periodically, not daily.   

 
 
 


